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Technology solutions for 
Health and Aged Care



Wellbeing for all
CARETEQ is an ASX-listed, health-tech company 
delivering a portfolio of innovative solutions in 

the aged care and healthcare sectors.  Founded 
in 2016 with the mission of improving wellbeing 

for all - both carers and patients - through 
technology, the SOFIHUB portal was born. 

CARETEQ’s solutions have since expanded to 
include assistive living products, as well as 
medication management services with the 

acquisition of Ward Medication Management in 
2021. The portfolio continues to grow through 

proprietary product development  
and partnerships.
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2016

Careteq was 
founded in 

collaboration with 
Deakin university

Sofihub portal 
and TEQ-Home 

launched

2017

Partnership  
with TAC  

began 

2018

Achieved  
NDIS registered 

supplier

TEQ Secure 
launched

2020

Established  
US presence

2021

Introduction of 
eazense  

to Australian  
and US markets

Acquisition of 
Ward Medication 

Management

2020

Listed on  
the ASX

Partnership  
with SiTa 

foundation

CARETEQ   
Around the World

A global business with presence in 3 continents and 7 countries so far
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UNITED 
STATES OF  
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info@careteq.com.au
Phone: 1300 110 366 
International: +613 8866 5594
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The Health and  
Aged Care Landscape

There are many factors contributing to poor health  
outcomes in the health and aged care sectors 
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A Portfolio  
of Solutions

 Falls detection and prevention 

 Regular routine monitoring

 Hospital in the home 

 Assistive living tech solutions

 Personal security

 Medication management

Safety
Wearable beacon for  

SOS and safety

Monitoring
Key Routine 
Monitoring

Gateway
Home Care Assistive  
Technology Gateway

Falls Detection
Unique Radar Technology  

for privacy and dignity

Medication
Medication Management  

solutions

Ageing  
population

4.2 million people  
(16% of pop) aged  

65+ in 20201

494,000
Aged care  

workers short  
by 20502

1 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare: https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/older-people/older-australia-at-a-glance/contents/summary
2 Aged Care Royal Commission: https://agedcare.royalcommission.gov.au/system/files/2020-06/RCD.9999.0256.0017.pdf
3 Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety: https://www.agedcare.royalcommission.gov.au
4 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare: https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/injury/falls
5 Pharmaceutical Society of Australia. Medication Safety: Aged Care. Canberra: PSA 2020.

Inadequate 
resourcing
148 Royal Commission  

recommendations to  
transform aged care3

231,000
Hospital cases  
every year due  

to falls4

95%
Aged care residents 
have a problem with 

their medication5
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C urrent solutions require either 
a wearable device, or outdated 
sensor mats which trigger 

multiple false alarms. Save staff hours 
by using accurate technology that 
doesn’t waste staff hours resolving 
false alarms.

The eazense uses non-invasive radar 
sensors and can monitor multiple 
occupants in a room. Offering real 
time falls and presence detection, the 
eazense is able to detect, record and 
log activity in a room. If a fall takes 
place, the care giver is instantly notified 
and help can be sent the second it is 
needed.

Placed in the corner of a room, this 
passive radar technology is able to 
penetrate the walls of an ensuite to 
include complete coverage of high risk 
areas such as the bathroom. 

Falls from standing and from bed are 
both detected.

Use data insights to identify peak fall 
times and situations for each resident 
and put measures in place to predict 
and prevent future falls.

*Compared with using sensor mats, assuming 

25 sensor mats per 100 bed facility, triggering 

3 false alarms per day, requiring 2 mins per 

false alarm to resolve. 

Save approx 75 staff hours per month per 100 bed facility*

Falls Prevention  
and Detection

 No false alarms

 Data is logged for 
compliance

 Free from trip 
hazards such as 
cables and wires

 Use past data to help 
predict and prevent 
future falls 

 Falls from standing 
and from bed are 
both detected

 Passive detection: no 
need for a wearable 
device

 Easy to install and 
operate

 Respects privacy 
- uses radar not 
cameras
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 Enterprise solution that is 
scalable for monitoring  
multiple facilities

 The SOFIHUB portal enables 
real time data capture and 
provides Remote Patient 
Monitoring to Healthcare 
Professionals 24/7

 Constant real-time stream 
of multiple data variables 
delivering broad detail on 
activities and occurrences

 The portal can be accessed 
through various devices 
including computer, laptop, 
tablet and smartphone

 Seamless integration with 
CARETEQ’s products, providing 
easy set-up and installation

A Unique, ’Smart’ Infrastructure
SOFIHUB portal is a cloud based, state-of-the-art interface that 

provides security and real time access for carers and other 
users of CARETEQ’s solutions. 

REAL TIME REPORTING

Real time falls detection
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Lightweight,  
4G Safety Pendant
With real-time location tracking,  
SOS button and two-way voice calls

 NATIONWIDE 4G CONNECTIVITY 
Assurance any call for help will be received 
where there is mobile coverage

 REAL TIME LIVE LOCATION 
See real time location status via the online 
portal, accessed via a computer or iOS/
Android app

 GEOFENCING 
Set safe areas and be notified when the 
user enters or exits these locations

 TWO-WAY VOICE 
Stay connected and call the TEQ-Secure 
anytime with two-way voice calls just like a 
normal cell phone

 SOS BUTTON 
Call help immediately with the one-touch 
call button to summon emergency 
contacts

 WATERPROOF (IP67) 
The TEQ-Secure can be worn 24/7, even in 
high risk areas such as the shower

 FALLS DETECTION 
Ensure help is quick to arrive. When a fall is 
detected, the TEQ-Secure sends an SMS to 
nominated carers and then follows up with 
a two-way voice call 

 PORTAL  
Online access to data  
for multiple carers  
via the SOFIHUB  
portal

TEQ-Secure is a lightweight,  
easy-to-use safety pendant that can 
issue an emergency SMS to multiple 

people at the touch of a button.

Equipped with global positioning and 
mobile network technology, it can 

instantly pinpoint  
a person’s location and enable 

immediate voice contact via a built-in 
speaker phone. 

Digital  
Concierge
Monitoring key routines and movement  
with intelligent messaging
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TEQ-Home has been designed to 
promote the independence and 

well-being of ageing and disabled 
populations. 

TEQ-Home is a digital concierge that 
monitors movement and key routines 

throughout the day. Using non-invasive 
motion sensors, it detects anomalies in 
key routines and remotely alerts carers 

and family when help is needed.

Intelligent messaging
TIME BASED MESSAGES:  

Play at the specified time.

MEDICATION REMINDERS:  
A reminder message will play if the medicine  

cabinet is not accessed at the scheduled time.

OCCUPANCY BASED MESSAGES:  
If the room that the hub is located in is  

occupied between the start and the expiry  
times, the message will be played.

TEQ-Home medication sensor knows when you forget  
to take your medication and gives you a gentle reminder.

 Timeline and daily activity 
reporting to monitor daily 
activities remotely to 
ensure adherence.

 Minimal installation and 
tech support needed

 Help to improve routine 
remotely by adding 
recurring and  one-off 
reminders

 Alert when key routines are 
not adhered to. Help sent 
right away

  Detects changes and 
irregularities in daily 
activities, which can be 
a precursor to  some 
medical conditions

 Intelligent messaging 
system for reminders to 
ensure key events such 
as taking medication and 
doctors’ appointments are 
not missed 

Doctor’s 
Appointment
“Don’t forget, 
you have an 

appointment with 
Dr. Jones”

Greeting
“Good morning…”

“We have detected that you have 
been in the bathroom longer 

than usual, please press the top 
button if everything is ok.”

Medication
“Time to take 

your 12 o’clock 
medication.”
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National, Award-Winning Clinical Team
Established over 20 years ago and having completed over 120,000 

reviews, Ward MM understands Aged Care. Their award-winning clinical 
team, combined with their innovation in health technology means that 

they can provide the solutions you need, when you need them.

40+
Clinical 

Pharmacists

30+
Aged Care 
Providers

350+
Aged Care 

Homes

36,000
Residents

M Medication Regimen Simplification 
(MRS) reviews streamline the drug 
administration process in Aged 

Care Facilities, saving staffing hours whilst 
maintaining the medication efficacy.

WardMM pharmacists review the medication 
administration times for each of the residents, 
analyse the timings, review these individually 
and holistically and then work with aged 
care clinical staff to establish a streamlined 
administration timing schedule that maintains 
medication efficacy and safety. 

MRS reviews compliment the RMMR & QUM 
activities already conducted by providing 
maximum benefits for residents taking 
medications at multiple times each day.

A number of different recommendations  
may be made:

 Change the administration times

 Change the frequency

 Change the medication

Medication Regimen  
Simplification

Save 85 staff hours per month/$50,000 annually per 100 bed facility
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A free HMR (Home Medicines Review) 
isa way of having a clinical pharmacist 
review your patient’s medication to 

highlight any potential problems and help you 
manage them. This can be particularly useful if 
your patient is taking more than 5 medications, 
is confused or concerned about medications, 
is starting a new medication and/or may be at 
risk of not taking them correctly.

Our award-winning clinical pharmacists  
are geriatric specialists that can help to lower 
your risk in the medication management space.

You can easily refer a patient and it is paid 
for by the Australian Government.

Ward MM provides in-person, on-
site RMMRs and QUMs, nationally. 
The same team deliver both RMMR 
and QUM services, which offers a 
holistic approach and the ability 

to provide an ongoing program of 
continuous quality improvement. 

Every review is tracked and data 
is logged in a dedicated Ward 
application. This leads to data 
driven advice delivered via a 

geriatric specialist who is able 
to interpret the data to improve 

resident care. 

RMMRs and QUMs
In-Person and  

On-Site Nationally

 Benchmarked 
reporting

 Facility and 
corporate  
reporting

 QI reporting

 Psychotropic 
register

 MAC  
attendance 

 Training and  
clinical insights

 Audits

 Monthly  
education  
webinars

Ensuring better patient outcomes

Reducing Your Risk with  
Home Medication Reviews
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